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Abstract—Policy Distillation (PD) has become an effective
method to improve deep reinforcement learning tasks. The core
idea of PD is to distill policy knowledge from a teacher agent
to a student agent. However, the teacher-student framework
requires a well-trained teacher model which is computationally
expensive. In the light of online knowledge distillation, we
study the knowledge transfer between different policies that
can learn diverse knowledge from the same environment. In
this work, we propose Online Policy Distillation (OPD) with
Decision-Attention (DA), an online learning framework in which
different policies operate in the same environment to learn
different perspectives of the environment and transfer knowledge
to each other to obtain better performance together. With the
absence of a well-performance teacher policy, the group-derived
targets play a key role in transferring group knowledge to
each student policy. However, naive aggregation functions tend
to cause student policies quickly homogenize. To address the
challenge, we introduce the Decision-Attention module to the
online policies distillation framework. The Decision-Attention
module can generate a distinct set of weights for each policy
to measure the importance of group members. We use the Atari
platform for experiments with various reinforcement learning
algorithms, including PPO and DQN. In different tasks, our
method can perform better than an independent training policy
on both PPO and DQN algorithms. This suggests that our OPD-
DA can transfer knowledge between different policies well and
help agents obtain more rewards.

Index Terms—Online Knowledge Distillation, Policy Distilla-
tion, Decision-Attention

I. INTRODUCTION

Reinforcement learning (RL), especially deep reinforcement
learning combined with deep learning, has achieved great
success in different fields, such as robotics and games [1].
Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL) is particularly effective
in handling complex, high-dimensional environments, which
are difficult in traditional RL methods. However, it usually
needs too many iterations with the environment to make
better decisions. Thus, how to make policy to achieve better
results under the same number of iterations with the envi-
ronment is very important. Recently, Knowledge Distillation
(KD) proposed a teacher-student framework, which transfers
knowledge from one well-trained teacher policy to a student
policy. Policy distillation is a simple but effective method,
which uses supervised learning to train student policy to align
the output distribution of teacher policy. However, this method
needs a pre-trained well-performed teacher policy, which is
computationally expensive. Moreover, using this framework
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to train a student policy will cause the performance of the
student policy to be limited by the performance of the teacher
policy.

Similar to real life, students work together and make
progress together. Online learning is a simple but effective
way to improve the generalization ability of a model by
training collaboratively with other models. Compared with
knowledge distillation with a pre-trained teacher model, On-
line Knowledge Distillation (OKD) can even help student
models achieve better performance. Based on this idea, we
study online learning on student policies without the use
of pre-trained teacher policy and the method of transferring
knowledge between different policies.

In this paper, we introduce Online Policy Distillation with
Decision-Attention (OPD-DA), an online learning framework
in which three policies operate in the same environment
and transfer knowledge to each other to make themselves
obtain better performance together. In OKD, the simple and
intuitive method is to make a student model learn from another
model’s output. Thus, we can introduce this method into
online policy distillation and improve agent decision-making
ability by making an agent learn from others’ output [2] [3].
However, this response-based OKD method can only give
limited supervisory information. Beside this response-based
OKD method, some work focuses on generating supervisory
information by intermediate layer feature maps [4]. We can
also realize knowledge transfer through intermediate layer
feature maps of different policies and improve policy decision-
making ability. Thus, in our method, we regard both the
response and intermediate layer feature maps of policies as
supervisory signals, during online policy distillation.

In online policy distillation, the quality of decisions varies
across different policies. Traditional OKD method that assigns
the same weights to different models [5] can’t produce high-
quality decisions and make these policies converge well.
We should assign individual weights to all the peers during
aggregation to derive their own target distributions. Thus, we
introduce an attention mechanism to our method, generate
a distinct set of weights for each policy to measure the
importance of group members, and make them perform better.

In this paper, we propose an online policy distillation
framework and Decision-Attention module. We conduct ex-
periments on the Atari game platform using PPO and DQN
algorithms. The results show that our OPD-DA can achieve
better performance than the independent training agent. Our
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main contributions can be summarized as follows:
1) We propose an online policy distillation framework,

which can make a policy learn from the decisions and
intermediate layer feature maps of other policies in an
online manner.

2) We design the Decision-Attention module, which can
highlight differences between the decisions of various
policies, and integrate decisions better.

3) We make experiments by using PPO and DQN algorithms
to solve different tasks on the Atari game platform. And,
our method performs better on all tasks.

II. RELATED WORKS

A. Reinforcement Learning

Unlike supervised learning and unsupervised learning, Rein-
forcement Learning make agents learn to give better decisions
by interacting with their environments and obtaining rewards
[6] [7]. And RL is widely used in many fields, such as
games. The development of deep learning has had an important
impact in many fields, such as object detection, speech recog-
nition [8], and language translation [9]. The most important
property of deep learning is automatically learning efficient
representations of complex data. Therefore, deep learning has
similarly accelerated progress in RL, when using it within RL.
This is defining the field of Deep Reinforcement Learning
(DRL), which can help RL performs better in more complex
environments. Researchers have proposed several commonly
used DRL algorithms, such as Deep-Q-Network (DQN) [10]
and Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO) [11] .

B. Online Knowledge Distillation.

The seminal Online Knowledge Distillation (OKD) method
dubbed Deep Mutual Learning (DML) [12] transfers knowl-
edge between student models during the online training and
achieves better performance than independent training. In-
spired by this insight, AHBF-OKD [13] designs hierarchical
branches and adaptive hierarchy-branch fusion module to
aggregate complementary knowledge. OKDDip [14] alleviates
the homogenization problem in previous ONE [15] method
by introducing two-level distillation and self-attention mecha-
nism. MCL [16]–[18] present a mutual constrative learning
framework for online knowledge distillation. These above
methods often perform OKD by utilizing the probabilistic
output. But these methods generate supervisory information by
different ways. We introduce OKD into reinforcement learning
and build an online policy distillation framework.

C. Response-based KD.

Within OKD approaches, there are different forms of
knowledge definition, such as response-based knowledge and
feature-based knowledge. Response-based KD focuses on
learning knowledge from the last layer as a response. And
it aims to align the final soft label between the teacher
and student model [19]. Response-based methods just only
utilize the outcome of models and need not modify model
architecture. The seminal KD is from Hinton. Its core idea is to

make softened softmax from teacher and student models more
similar [20]. For the classification task, the soft probability
distribution p can be formulated as Equation 1.

p(zi;T ) =
exp(zi/T )∑N
j=1 exp(zj/T )

(1)

where zi is the logit value of the i-th classes, N is the number
of classes and T is a temperature parameter to adjust the
smoothness of class probability distribution. And response-
based KD can be formulated as Equation 2 [21].

Lres kd(p(zS ;T ), p(zT ;T )) = Ldis(p(zS ;T ), p(zT ;T )) (2)

where Ldis is a distance function, such as Kullback-Leibler
divergence loss.

TAKD [22] introduces an intermediate-sized model as a
teacher assistant and performs a sequential KD process. PAD
[23] proposes an adaptive sample weighting mechanism with
data uncertainty based on the observation that hard instances
may be intractable for KD. MixSKD [24] introduces image
mixture and regularizes linear probability distillation.

D. Feature-based KD

Response-based KD just regards the soft label of the model
as a supervision signal. However, these methods neglect some
vital supervision signals from the intermediate layer features.
To overcome this defect, some work focuses on using interme-
diate layer features [25] to supervise the training of student
models, such as feature maps. The loss function of feature-
based KD can be formulated as Equation 3.

Lfea kd(F
S , FT ) = Ldis(θ

S(FS), θT (FT )) (3)

Where FS and FT represent intermediate layer features
from student and teacher models. θS and θT represent the
transformation function of feature maps from student and
teacher models, such as attention mechanism and probability
distribution. Ldis is a distance function that measures the
similarity of features from the student and teacher model. For
example, Squared Error loss and Kullback-Leibler loss can
both be regarded as Ldis.

FitNet [4] is the first work to use feature information in KD,
which straightforwardly aligns feature maps from intermediate
layers in a layer-by-layer manner. This simple and intuitive
method can only use limited knowledge of hidden layer
features. Subsequent work attempted to utilize more mean-
ingful information from raw feature maps, which can make
feature-based KD perform better. NST [26] extracts activation
heatmaps as neuron selectivity for transfer. HSAKD [21], [27]
introduces auxiliary classifiers to intermediate feature maps
supervised by extra tasks to produce informative probability
distributions. CIRKD [28] distills cross-image relational fea-
tures for efficient semantic segmentation.

E. Attention

The attention mechanism in deep learning is a technique that
enables a neural network to focus on important parts of the
information when processing data. The concept was originally



inspired by human visual attention, how our brains prioritize
the most relevant parts of sensory input. The introduction of
the attention mechanism has greatly improved the performance
of deep learning models in various tasks [29], [30], especially
in the fields of natural language processing (NLP) [31] and
computer vision [32], [33]. The core idea of attention is to
focus limited attention on key information, thereby saving
resources and quickly obtaining the most effective information
[31]. It has few parameters, high speed, parallelism, and good
effect. As Bert [34] and GPT [35] become more and more
widely used, the power of the attention mechanism has been
proven.

In a standard self-attention mechanism, elements of a se-
quence calculate their attention scores for other elements in the
sequence. In contrast, the cross-attention mechanism allows
the model to calculate attention scores on one sequence,
and these scores are based on information from a different
sequence. Based above, we introduce cross-attention mecha-
nism into our method [36] and propose Decision-Attention to
capture differences between various decisions.

III. METHODOLOGY

We propose online policy distillation framework and
Decision-Attention module. During the online distillation pro-
cess, these policies learn from each other by intermediate layer
features and response of policies.

A. Online Policy Distillation Framework

As depicted in Figure 1, during training, T peer policies
{Am(s)}Tm=1 participate in the process of online distillation.
Each policy includes a CNN feature extractor and linear layers
outputting the expected rewards of each action. For RL, we
aim to train policies to make decisions and obtain rewards.
Thus, we treat the expected rewards outputted from each policy
as the supervision signal and align a policy to the weighted
sum of expected rewards from other policies. Given a state si,
the expected rewards of policies {Am(s)}Tm=1 are denoted as{
Oi

m

}T

m=1
. In our OPD-DA method, in addition to using RL

loss for optimization, we propose decision loss [20]. Using this
loss, given a state, our method makes a policy align weighted
sum of expected rewards from other policies.

Besides regarding expected rewards of policies as a su-
pervisory signal, our method also uses the intermediate layer
features of policies to provide more supervisory information.
Given a state si, the intermediate layer features of policies
{Am(s)}Tm=1 are denoted as

{
F i
m

}T

m=1
. Our method can help

policies transfer more knowledge by using this feature-based
loss function. Using this loss, given a state, our method makes
a policy align weighted sum of intermediate layer features
from other policies.

At the training stage, we jointly optimize policies
{Am(s)}Tm=1 by RL loss, decision loss, and feature loss. At
the test stage, we also test policies {Am(s)}Tm=1, jointly.

B. Learning objects

Learning from RL Loss. In RL, there are four main
elements, including environment, state, action, and reward
[37]. In RL, an agent performs actions in the environment
according to the current state. The environment returns the
next state and a reward value based on the agent’s actions.
Thus, in the training process of RL, an agent judges whether
the action is good or bad and updates its policy according to
the obtained rewards. For example, PPO includes an actor and
critic, and their loss function is Lactor and Lcritic in Equation
4 and Equation 5.

Lactor = clip ratio ∗Aπθ (st, at) (4)

Lcritic = (Vϕ(st)− R̂t)
2 (5)

And in DQN, the loss function is Equation 6.

L = E
{
(r + γmaxa′Q(s

′
, a

′
)−Q(s, a))2

}
(6)

Where clip ratio is clipped ratio of old and new action
probabilities, A is advantage value, Vϕ(st) is new value of
state st, and R̂t is old value of state st. Q(s, a) is Q-value, γ
is discount factor, and r is reward.

Thus, we use expected rewards given by actors and critics
to train policies for PPO and use Q-values to train policies for
DQN.

Learning from Decision Loss. We use the Decision-
Attention module to assign weights to different decisions of
policies, and construct supervision signals Otea

A , Otea
C , Otea

Q

by ensembling decisions of other policies [38]. After getting
these weights from the Decision-Attention module, for PPO,
OPD-DA integrates actions’ expected rewards from actors and
integrates states’ expected rewards from critics, using Equation
7. For DQN, OPD-DA integrates actions’ expected rewards
from the Q-network, using Equation 8.

OTea
A =

T−1∑
i

W i
AO

i
A, OTea

C =

T−1∑
i

W i
CO

i
C (7)

OTea
Q =

T−1∑
i

W i
QO

i
Q (8)

Where T is the number of policies, A is the actor of PPO, C
is the critic of PPO, Q is DQN, and W is the weights.

We consider transferring decisions from other policies to
a policy. For PPO, KL divergence is thus used for aligning
the expected rewards of each action outputted from actors
using Equation 9. Mean squared error loss is used for aligning
the expected rewards of states outputted from critics using
Equation 10. And, KL divergence is also used for aligning
the expected rewards of each action outputted from DQN in
Equation 11.

Lkl = KL(OTea
A , Oi

A) =

P∑
p=1

OTea,p
A (a|s)log

OTea,p
A (a|s)
Oi,p

A (a|s)
(9)



Fig. 1. Overview of our method. During policy distillation, there exist three policies that include feature extractor and linear layer. Our method uses attention
values to get decision loss and feature loss. These policies are trained using RL loss, decision loss, and feature loss.

Where P is the number of actions.

Lmse = MSE(OTea
C , Oi

C) = (OTea
C −Oi

C)
2 (10)

Lkl = KL(OTea
Q , Oi

Q) =

P∑
p=1

OTea,p
Q (a|s)log

OTea,p
Q (a|s)
Oi,p

Q (a|s)
(11)

Learning from Feature Loss. Our method also regards the
feature from the last layer of the CNN feature extractor as
supervisory information. For PPO, OPD-DA integrates inter-
mediate features from both actors and critics, using Equation
12. For DQN, OPD-DA integrates intermediate features from
the Q-network, using Equation 13.

FTea
A =

T−1∑
i

W i
AF

i
A, FTea

C =

T−1∑
i

W i
CF

i
C (12)

FTea
Q =

T−1∑
i

W i
QF

i
Q (13)

Where T is number of policies, A is the actor of PPO, C is
the critic of PPO, Q is DQN, and W is the weights.

Mean squared error is used for aligning the intermediate
feature of one policy with others. For PPO, our method aligns
intermediate features from both actor and critic, using Equa-
tions 14 and 15. For DQN, our method aligns intermediate
features from the Q-network, using Equation 16.

Lmse = MSE(FTea
A , F i

A) = (FTea
A − F i

A)
2 (14)

Lmse = MSE(FTea
C , F i

C) = (FTea
C − F i

C)
2 (15)

Lmse = MSE(FTea
Q , F i

Q) = (FTea
Q − F i

Q)
2 (16)

C. Decision-Attention

In RL, a policy earns rewards by making decisions and
interacting with the environment. Thus, how to make a better
decision is very important for policies. For example, in DQN
algorithm, the Q-network outputs Q-values for each action.
And, in PPO, the actor outputs the expected rewards of each
action, and the critic outputs the expected rewards of the
current state. Then, according to these outputs, policies make
decisions [39]. Therefore, in our framework, we make each
policy learn the decisions of others by aligning these outputs.
Due to the independent updating of each policy, for the same
states, the decisions produced by them are different. To learn
the decisions of other policies better, our method should make
mixed decisions based on the differences between decisions.

Our framework proposes the Decision-Attention module,
which uses an attention mechanism to capture decision dif-
ferences between policies. In the context of the attention
mechanism commonly used in deep learning, Query, Key, and
Value refer to the three important types of matrices or vectors.
They have the same dimension dk. The attention values are
calculated by Equation 17.

W = Softmax(
QK√
dk

)V (17)

Where W represents the attention values.
Our method designs the actions’ expected rewards of a

policy as Query, and the actions’ expected rewards of other
policies as Key and Value. Then, the Decision-Attention mod-
ule outputs the weights of each policy. Then our method uses
these weights to integrate decisions and generate a supervision
signal using Equation 7 and Equation 8.

We conduct experiments on DQN and PPO algorithms. For
DQN, the output of the Q-network is

{
Oi

Q

}T

i=1
. For DQN,

our Attention-Decision module is formulated as Equation 18.

W j
Q = softmax(

Oi
QO

j
Q√

dk
)Oj

Q (18)



Fig. 2. Results of BeamRiderNoFrameskip on PPO.

Fig. 3. Results of BreakoutNoFrameskip on PPO.

Where j ∈ [1, T ] and j ̸= i, T is the number of policies and
W j

Q is the weight assigned to Oj
Q.

PPO algorithm always includes actor and critic, in which
the output of actor

{
Oi

A

}T

i=1
is the expected rewards of each

action and the output of critic
{
Oi

C

}T

i=1
is the expected

rewards of the current state. Thus, for PPO, our Attention-
Decision module is formulated as Equation 19.

W j
AC = softmax(

Oi
AO

j
A√

dk
)Oj

A (19)

Where j ∈ [1, T ] and j ̸= i, T is the number of policies and
W j

AC is the weights assigned to Oj
A and Oj

C .
In our OPD-DA, we input the same state of a task to all

policies and get different expected rewards from these policies.
Each policy learns from others using the above Decision-
Attention module and updates iteratively. And in our OPD-DA
method, the loss function is formulated as Equation 20.

L = LRL + Ldecision + Lfeature (20)

Where LRL is the training loss defined in PPO or DQN,
Ldecision is the decision loss and Lfeature is the feature loss.

From above, some details about our OPD-DA pipeline are
shown in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Online Policy Distillation with Decision-
Attention
Input: Policies : {A}Ti=1

Parameter: Epoch number : epoch
Output: Trained Policies : {A}Ti=1

1: for p = 1; p ≤ epoch; p+ = 1 do
2: while Not End do
3: Given state : Sj

4: for i = 1; i ≤ T ; i+ = 1 do
5: Get output and features of policy i : Oj

i , F
j
i =

Ai(Sj)
6: Decision-Attention weights :

W j
q = softmax(

Oj
iO

j
q√

dk
)Oj

q , where q ∈ [1, T ] and
q ̸= i

7: Get decision-based supervisory information :
H i

decision =
∑

W j
q ∗ Oj

q where q ∈ [1, T ] and
q ̸= i

8: Get feature-based supervisory information :
H i

feature =
∑

W j
q ∗F j

q where q ∈ [1, T ] and q ̸= i

9: Get RL loss : Li
RL

10: Get decision loss : Li
decision = L(Oj

i ,H
i
decision)

11: Get feature loss : Li
feature = L(F j

i ,H
i
feature)

12: Get loss function : Li = Li
RL+Li

decision+Li
feature

13: Update policy : {A}i
14: end for
15: Given new state : Sj

16: end while
17: end for

Fig. 4. Results of SpaceInvaderNoFrameskip on DQN.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

A. Experiment Platform

The Atari game platform has played an important role in
the field of reinforcement learning, serving as the basis for
many studies and experiments [40]. This is mainly due to a
study called ”DQN” (Deep Q-Network) released by OpenAI
in 2013, which used Atari games as a test environment and
demonstrated the potential of deep reinforcement learning on
game tasks. The Atari game platform contains a variety of



Fig. 5. Results of BreakoutNoFrameskip on DQN.

Fig. 6. Comparing with policy distillation using same weights, in both
methods, we use three policies and PPO algorithm for training on different
tasks. In this figure, we give the average rewards of three policies in both
methods.

games that can be used as a test environment for reinforcement
learning algorithms. The Atari game platform continues to
serve as a benchmarking environment and research tool in
the field of reinforcement learning, with many researchers
conducting experiments on this platform and exploring various
algorithms and techniques to improve performance on gaming
tasks. In our experiments, we choose different games and use
PPO and DQN algorithms to solve these tasks.

TABLE I
FOR PPO ALGORITHM, THE REWARDS OBTAINED BY THE POLICIES ON

DIFFERENT TASKS.

Breakout BeamRider
Agent 442 4512

Online Policy 1 660 (↑ 49.3%) 6768 (↑ 50.0%)
Online Policy 2 650 (↑ 47.1%) 7000 (↑ 55.1%)
Online Policy 3 637 (↑ 44.1%) 6688 (↑ 48.2%)

TABLE II
FOR DQN ALGORITHM, THE REWARDS OBTAINED BY THE POLICIES ON

DIFFERENT TASKS.

SpaceInvader Breakout
Agent 2435 430

Online Policy 1 3161 (↑ 29.8%) 620 (↑ 44.2%)
Online Policy 2 3401 (↑ 39.7%) 610 (↑ 41.9%)
Online Policy 3 3039 (↑ 24.8%) 590 (↑ 37.2%)

Fig. 7. Comparing with policy distillation using same weights, in both
methods, we use three policies and DQN algorithm for training on different
tasks. In this figure, we give the average rewards of three policies in both
methods.

Fig. 8. In the ablation experiments, the average performance of three policies
for our method and online policy distillation without decision loss.

B. Algorithms

In reinforcement learning, there are many different algo-
rithms. Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO) and Deep Q-
Network (DQN) are two important algorithms in reinforcement
learning. Thus, in our experiments, we use PPO and DQN to
solve tasks in Atari games.

PPO. PPO belongs to the class of policy optimization
methods and is known for its stability and strong empirical
performance. And PPO can tackle the high variance problem
in policy gradient methods by introducing a clipped objective
function. In PPO, the Actor and Critic are two fundamental
components that work together to optimize the policy and
estimate the value function. In our experiments, the actor and
critic share the common backbone, which includes some CNN
layers and extracts feature of inputs.

DQN. DQN takes the state as input and outputs Q-values for
each possible action by convolutional neural networks. DQN
uses replay memory to break the temporal correlations in the
data, making training more stable and efficient. DQN uses
two separate neural networks, the ”online” network and the
”target” network. The online network is used to select actions,
and the target network stabilizes training by providing more
stable Q-value targets during learning.



Fig. 9. In the ablation experiments, the average performance of three policies
for our method and online policy distillation without feature loss.

C. Results of Our Method

In our experiments, we use three policies for online distil-
lation. In Figure 2, 3, 4 and 5, each Figure consists of left
and right parts. In the left part, we show test rewards curve
during training, and smooth the curve using the average of
50 consecutive rewards. In the right part, we show the update
curve of the maximum test rewards during training.

PPO. Figure 2 and 3 show the test rewards of these agents
during training on BeamRiderNoFrameskip and Breakout-
NoFrameskip. Comparing to an independent training agent,
Table 1 shows our OPD-DA can improve policy performance
by 46% on average for BreakoutNoFrameskip and 51% on
average for BeamRiderNoFrameskip.

DQN. Figure 4 and 5 show the test rewards of these policies
during training on SpaceInvaderNoFrameskip and Breakout-
NoFrameskip. Comparing to an independent training policy,
Table 2 shows our OPD-DA can improve policy performance
by 31% on average for SpaceInvaderNoFrameskip and 41%
on average for BreakoutNoFrameskip.

The above experimental results show that our OPD-DA
framework can make a policy learn well from others, and
make these policies perform better on both PPO and DQN
algorithms for different tasks.

D. Ablation Study

In our method, we use the response and intermediate
layer features of each policy as supervisory information. To
prove both supervisory information is valid, we make ablation
experiments under two settings including without decision loss
and feature loss.

Decision Loss To verify the effectiveness of OPD-DA and
the decision loss on making one policy learn from others’
output. We make the ablation experiments by comparing our
method with the online policy distillation method without
decision loss. Figure 8 shows our decision loss can make
OPD-DA perform better on both PPO and DQN algorithms.
Specifically, when using the DQN algorithm to solve SpaceIn-
vaderNoFrameskip task, the reward obtained by OPD-DA is
93.75% higher than the method without decision loss. When
using the PPO algorithm to solve BreakoutNoFrameskip task,
the reward obtained by OPD-DA is 66.67% higher.

Feature Loss Besides the decision loss, we also verify the
effectiveness of the feature loss which can make one policy
learn from others’ intermediate layer features. We make the
ablation experiments by comparing our OPD-DA framework
with the online policy distillation method without feature loss.
Figure 9 shows our feature loss can make OPD-DA perform
better on both PPO and DQN algorithms. Specifically, when
using the DQN algorithm to solve SpaceInvaderNoFrameskip
task, the reward obtained by OPD-DA is 6.90% higher than the
method without decision loss. When using the PPO algorithm
to solve BreakoutNoFrameskip task, the reward obtained by
OPD-DA is 8.33% higher.

Decision-Attention To verify our Decision-Attention mod-
ule can highlight differences between different decisions on
both PPO and DQN algorithms. We make the experiments by
comparing with the method of averaging expected rewards as
a supervision signal. In Figure 6 and Figure 7, we give the
average rewards of the three policies on different policy dis-
tillation methods, including our OPD-DA method and method
of weighting supervisory information using equal weights.

For PPO, we make these ablation experiments on Breakout-
NoFramkeskip and BeamRiderNoFrameskip to validate the ef-
fectiveness of our Decision-Attention Module. Figure 6 shows
that our method can obtain more test rewards on both tasks.
For BreakoutNoFramkeskip and BeamRiderNoFrameskip, the
reward received by using our Decision-Attention module is
35.42% and 16.67% higher than the policy distillation method
using the same weights.

For DQN, we make these ablation experiments on Break-
outNoFrameskip and SpaceInvaderNoFrameskip to validate
that our Decision-Attention module is effective on the DQN
algorithm. Figure 7 shows that our method can make policies
perform better on both tasks. For BreakoutNoFrameskip and
SpaceInvaderNoFrameskip, the reward obtained by using our
Decision-Attention module is 26.53% and 72.2% higher than
the policy distillation method without the attention mechanism.

V. CONCLUSION

Online policy distillation is an excellent way to transfer
knowledge when a pre-trained, high-performance teacher pol-
icy is not easily accessible. We propose a novel online policy
distillation framework that makes policies learn from each
other. However, naive aggregation functions tend to cause
student policies to homogenize quickly. Thus, we propose
the Decision-Attention module to assign various weights to
group members. Experimental evidence proves the superiority
of the Decision-Attention module, which makes our OPD-DA
framework perform better.
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